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Teacher Resource 1 Questions worksheet

Data structures

1. What is the difference between static and dynamic data structures?

 A static data structure is fixed in size, but dynamic structures can increase of decrease in size.

2. What is the difference between mutable and immutable data structures?

 A mutable structure allows data to be changed (such as deletion, insertion etc)

3.  What type of data structure is an array? (Static/Dynamic?) (Mutable/immutable?)

 An array is static and mutable. It cannot change size but items can be added, edited moved or deleted.

4. How many elements are in the array    Clowns(4,7)?

 4*7 = 28

5. Array Footballteams:

 Man united – index 0 in the array    Tottenham   Ipswich

 Arsenal   West Ham  Chelsea 

a) What is found at the location Footballteams(1)?

b) What is found at the location Footballteams(4)?

c) What is the location of Ipswich in the array?

d) What is the location of Chelsea in the array?

Lists and linkedlists

6. What do we mean by a static data structure? 

7. What do we mean by a ‘dynamic list’? 

Tottenham

West Ham
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A static data structure is one that has a fixed size and cannot change at run time

A dynamic list is able to adapt to accommodate the data inside it and so it does not waste as much space.
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8. What are some drawbacks on having a non-dynamic list? 

9. What information needs to be in each item of a linked list?

10. Draw the stack after each of the following commands, starting with an empty stack. What does the stack achieve:
 

 1. Push ‘Tim’

 2. Push ‘Jack’

 3. Push ‘Peter’

 4. Push ‘Tom’

 5. Pop

 6. Pop

 7. Pop

11.  What would the commands be to get from:

Queues

12. If a stack is LIFO, what is a queue?

13.  Sometimes if your computer is busy the things you are typing do not appear on the screen right away. What might this 
have to do with a queue? 

14. Why would you want to use a circular queue as opposed to a linear queue?

 State 1: Tim

 State 2: Jack  Tim

 State 3: Peter Jack Tim

 State 4: Tom Peter Jack Tim

 State 5: Output Tom

 State 6: Output Peter

 State 7: Output Jack

Bagels

Sandwiches

Donut

        To

Bun

Panini

Donut

If your list is full you cannot add any more elements, and if the list is empty or not completely full, you are wasting the 
space that you are not using.

The data and a pointer to the next item

Pop, Pop,Push ‘Panini’, Push ‘Bun’

FIFO

The keyboard uses a queue buffer so that  no ‘keystrokes’ are ‘lost’ if the computer happens to be busy at any moment

If the end of the available spaces are reached then the next item will use any free spaces at the start of the queue, 
which is more memory efficient.
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